This report looks at the following areas:

- Frequency of eating lunch at home in spring 2022 and expected frequency in the autumn
- What people eat for lunch at home on an everyday occasion
- Consumer behaviours and attitudes related to lunch at home
- Lunch product concepts of interest

66% of at-home lunch eaters say it is important to them that their lunch is nutritionally rich. This focus on health mirrors wider consumer trends brought about by COVID-19, and dials up the pressure on brands targeting the lunch occasion to deliver on this aspect and proactively communicate their strengths in this area.

Pressures on household incomes will boost the appeal of at-home lunches over foodservice. They will make homemade lunches more appealing for many, pointing to opportunities for ingredients and meal components to win spend from prepared products.

Once inflationary pressures ease, competition from foodservice will reignite for the lunch occasion. Nevertheless, the number of lunch occasions at home will continue to be supported by increased flexible working going forward, thanks to the lasting shift brought about by the pandemic.

47% of at-home lunch eaters are trying to introduce more meat-free lunches into their diet. This offers opportunities for both meat substitutes and legumes and pulses to expand their usage occasions. For the latter, their proposition of affordable nutrition should prove particularly appealing while household incomes are under pressure.

“A permanent shift to more remote working will continue to support the at-home lunch occasion going forward. Pressures on household incomes in 2022 will boost the appeal of home-made lunches as an affordable option, benefiting ingredients and meal components.”

– Alice Pilkington, Food and Drink Analyst
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Importance of nutrition rises amongst those who eat big at lunchtime

Nearly half of lunch eaters trying to reduce meat at lunchtime

Calling out suitability for lunch more prominently is warranted

Figure 33: Recent UK and international examples of meat substitute products calling out suitability for lunch, 2020-22

Meat-free recipe inspiration from pasta and rice brands will chime...

Figure 34: UK examples of rice products calling out meat-free recipe suggestions, 2021
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Figure 35: BOL Power Pot Creamy Coconut Turmeric Daal calling out nutritional credentials of chickpeas and lentils, 2021
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Minimising washing up appeals to 29%
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One in five would like more versatile spice mixes
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Just Spices can offer cues for lunch-orientated spice NPD
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Budget-friendly lunch ideas appeal to 66%

Figure 42: Attitudes towards everyday lunch at home, 2022

Providing recipes with cost per serving will boost value perceptions of ingredients

Shelf-stable products can steal a march during income squeeze
• Calling out suitability and in-store activations can build lunch associations
  Figure 43: Recent examples of shelf-stable products targeting lunch occasion, 2021
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  Figure 44: Recent examples of frozen products making short cooking time prominent on-pack, 2021
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